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INTRODLJCTION 
~ROPAGANDA - AN INSTRUMENT OF WAR. 
A new interest has arisen in the subject of 
propaganda and its uses, since propaganda proved so ef-
fective an instrument in the waging of the World War. 
Walter Lippmann says in his Public ~inion ·: 
The significant revolution of modern times is 
not industrial or economic or politicaa, but the 
revolution which is taking place in the art of 
creating consent among the governed.l 
It is the business of propaganda to mold public 
opinion through suggestion. In defining public opinion 
and propaganda, Mr. Lippmann says: 
The analyst of public .opinion must begin then, 
by recognizing the triangular relationship be-
tween the scene of action, the human picture 
of that scene, and the human response to that 
picture working itself out upon the scene of 
action.... We shal.l asaume that what . each man 
does is based not on direct and certain knowledge 
but on pictures made by himself or given to 
him.2 
Mr. Lippmann defines propaganda as: 
The effort to alter the picture to which men re-
3 
spond, to substitute one social pattern for another. 
l 
Li.ppmann, Public O;Einion, p. 248. 
2. 
Lippmann, Public O;Einion, P• 16, 17. 
3 
Lippmann, :Public O;Eini£!!, P• 25. 
Public opinion deals with indirect unseen and 
puzzling facts and nothing is obvious about them. 1 
War. 
Propaganda had a dual usage during the World 
It was used (1) as a method for molding public 
opinion, that is for creating hatred against the enemy 
in a belligerent country and for creating a like hatred 
for the enemy in a neutral country, and (2) for breaking 
down the morale of the enemy. 
The problem that confronted the Allies and the 
Central Powers was, either to keep the United States in 
a strictly neutral position, or preferably to bring the 
United States into the war on their respective sides. 
Thus the United States became during the first months of 
the World War, a rich field in which to sow both German 
and Allied propaganda. 
From the earliest days of the War German propa-
ganda wa s a failure in the United States. It lacked a 
definite organization behind it. General Ludendorf recog-
nized the necessity for an Imperial Ministry of Propaganda 
and urged that this be created, but it was not until 
August 1918 that an organization to direct propaganda was 
established in Germany. Then it was too late to destroy 
the morale of the people of enemy countries. 2 
1Ibid, P• 20. 
2 Stuart, Secrets of Crewe House, p. 6. 
The fi.rst method adopted by Germany was to try 
to convince the world that there was no question of her 
ultimate victory. Germany prophesied that the war 
would end within a few weeks. She expected because of 
her "supreme preparedness., to win and win quickly. Her 
plans for victory, "depended on a speedy decision 11 , 1 and 
when the war did not end as quickly as she had predicted, 
new tactics were employed. Stories were spread abroad 
to stir up the feeling of discontent among the Allies. 
Rumor had it that England was not doing her part, but 
that she expected to take as her share of the spoils, 
Belgium and northern France, that France and Russia were 
being used by England to further her own purposes. 
Various reasons are given for the failure of 
the German propaganda in the United States. Count von 
Bernstorff maintains that its collapse was due largely 
to the following reasons, (1) the influence of England 
on the American press, (2} the lack of support given to 
the organization for propaganda i~ the United States by 
the German government, and primarily, because the 
German Government failed to understand the psychology 
2 
of the American people. Bernstorff holds that because 
Americans s.peak only English, that they have "borrowed ... 
1Buchru1, Joh~ A History of the Great War I. 85 p. 118. 
2Bernstorff, My Three Years in Americ!!, p. 51-54. 
,their thoughts and "ideas unconsciously from England", 
since "that is the only nation whose literature and press· 
1 
are accessible to them in the original tongue." 
Germany, according to Count von Bernstorff paid 
less than a million dollars for the dissemination of 
propaganda in the United States, and this included some 
work in other countries, as from this sum literature was 
sent from New York to South America and Ea.stern Asia. 
This is only one sixth of the amount used by Mr. George 
Cre e l during the period that the United States was in the 
2 
war. 
Germany failed completely in her understanding 
of the temperament of the American people. Re.garding this, 
von Bernstorff says: 
The outstanding characteristic o·f the average 
Mnerican is rather a great, even though superficial 
sentimentality. There i s no news for which a way 
can not be guarante ed through the whole country, if 
clothed in a sentimental form. Our enemies have ex-
ploited . this circumstance with the greatest refine-
ment, in the case of the German invasion of 'poor 
little Belgium', the shooting of 'the heroic nurse' 
Edith Cavell, and other incidents. Those who had 
charge of the Berlin propaganda on the other hand, 
1 Ibid, p. 18, 19. 
2Bernstorff, My Three Years in America, pp.. 18, 19. 
made very little of such accurrences. on the enemy side, 
e.g. the violation of Greece, the bombing of the 
Corpus Christi procession in Kar~sruhe, etc. One 
thing that would have exerted a tremendous influence 
in America, if the publicity had been handled vd th 
only average skill, was the suffering of our children, 
women and old people as a result of the British hunger 
blockad:e, that they made no attempt to bring to the 
1 
world. 
Certain Allied authorities attribute the failure 
of German propaganda to the fact that they emphasized 
"frightfulness" as a means for ''destroying morale. 112 
The Allied propaganda was most efficiently or-
ganized from the very beginning of hostilities. 
In this brief study the propaganda of England 
and that of the United States will be considered as illus-
trations of the effective use of propaganda as an instru-
ment for war. 
1 Bernstorff, My Three Years in America, pp. 53-54. 
2street, C.J.C. Cornhill lfu.gazine 47:488 (1919). 
PART II. 
Walter Hines Page said that inl914 it was, evi-
dent that the issue would be determined by whatever side 
that the United States fought upon, that Sir Edward Grey 
realized this and kept a fixed course to retain the good 
will of America. 1 
The work of England, by patiently and persist-
ently spreading propaganda among the American people, was 
largely responsible for changing the mind of the nation 
from an antagonism for war to a willingness to become a 
combatant. John s. Ewart says: 
The expenditure (of the British Government) on 
propaganda was as essential as expenditure on muni-
t . . 2 1ons. 
Sir Gilbert Parker waa made head of publicity 
. . 
in America for the British Government. The choice of Sir 
Gilbert was a wise one, si nce he was well known in 
America as a novelist and his novels had been very well 
received in this co.untry. In a very frank and in many 
respects a very amazing article which appeared in 
Harperts Magazine 1918, he gives an account of his 
methods for spreading British propaganda. in the United 
States. 
'l:P'age, w. H., Life and Letters I • p. 364-366. 
2:Ewart, J.S., The Ro ots and Ca uses of the War I; 22, 
quoted from the London Times 15 Dec. 191?. 
Among the activities was a weekly report to the 
British cabinet on the state of American opinion, 
and constant touch with the permanent correspondents 
of American newspapers in England. I also frequent-
1~ arranged for important public men in England to 
ae·t for us by interviews in American newspapers, and 
among these distinguished people were Mr.Lloyd George 
(the present Prime Minister) Viscount Grey,. Mr. 
Balfour, . Mr. B.onar-Law., the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Lord Curzon •.•• Mrs. Humphrey Ward and fully a hundred 
others. 
Among other things we supplied three hundred and 
sixty newspapers, in the smaller cities of the United 
States, with an English newspaper, which gave a week-
ly review, and comment on the affairs of war. We 
established connection with the man in the street, 
thro.ugh cd.nema, :pictures of the Army and Navy as well 
as: through interviews, articles, pamphlets, etc. and 
by letters in reply to individual American critics, 
which were printed in the chief newspaper of other 
and neighboring states. We advised and stimulated 
many people to. write artiqles, we utilized the friend-
ly service and assistance of confidential friends, we 
had reports from important Americans constantly and 
established association by personal correspondence 
with influential and eminent people of every profes-
sion in the United States, beginning with university 
and college presidents and scientific men and running 
through all the ranges of the population. 
We asked our friends and correspondents to ar-
range for speeches, debates and lectures by American 
citizens, but we did not encourage Britishers to go 
to .America and preach the doctrine of entrance into 
the war. Besides an immense private correspondence 
with individuals, we had our documents and literature 
sent to great numbers of public libraries, Y. M. C. A. 
se cretaries, societies, universities, colleges, 
historical societies, clubs and newspapers. 1 
One phase of the British activities in America 
which Sir Gilbert Parker omitted from this article, which 
appeared just before the war ended, was the lies that were 
invented for the express purpose of creating a hatred for 
Germany. Recently some of the British authorities have 
given the origin of some of the atrocity stories. 
A statement made by Captain Wils-on a correspond-
ent of the Daily Mail appeared in The Crusader Feb. 24, 
1922, was as follows, 
The Daily Mail telegraphed out that they wanted 
1 
J?larker, Sir Gilbert, Harper's Magazine 136t 521 (1918) 
sto,ries of atrocities.. Well they had not any atroci-
ties at that time. So then they telegraphed out .that 
they \'lanted stories of refugees. There was a little 
town outside Brussels, where one went to get dinner -
a very good dinner too, I heard the Hun had been 
there, so I wrote a heart rending story about the 
baby of Cour'Qe:~k Loo being rescued from the Hun i .n the 
light of the burning homesteads. The next day they 
telegraphed me to send the baby along, as they had 
about 5,000 letters offering to adopt it. The day 
after that, baby clothes began to p,ourinto the office • 
•••• Well, I couldn't wire back to say there wasn't 
a baby, so I finally arranged with the doctor that 
took care of the refugees, that the baby had died of 
some very contagious disease, so it couldn't have a 
public burial. 1 
One of the most revolting stories of atrocity 
was that the Germans boiled their dead for fat. This 
story was the subject of a debate in the British Parlia-
ment on April 30, 191'1. 
Ronald McNeil asked the Prime Minister if he 
would take steps to make it knovm as widely as pas-
sible in Egypt, India and the East generally that 
1The Nati~, 121:590 quoted from The Crusader, 
Feb. 24, 1922. 
the Germans use the dead bodies of their own soldiers 
and of their enemies when they obtain possession of 
them, as food for sviine. 
Mr. Di1lon asked the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
VJhether his attention had been called to the reports 
widely circulated in this country that the German 
Government have set up factories for extracting fat 
from bodies of soldiers killed in battle, whether 
these reports have been indorsed by many prominent 
men in this country, including Lord Curzon of Ked-
l.eston, whetherthe Government have any solid grounds 
for believing that these statements are well founded; 
and if so, whether he will communicate the informa-
tion at the disposal of the Government to · the Hou.se? 
Lord Robert Cecil: With respect to this question 
and that standing in the name of the honorable member 
for East Mayo, the Government have no information, 
at present, beyond that contained in extracts from 
the German p.ress which have been published in the 
p.ress here. In view of other actions by German 
military authorities, there is nothing incredible 
in the present charge against them. His Majestyts 
Government have allowed the circulation of the facts 
as they have appeared through the usual channels •••• 
Mr. Dillon: May I ask whether we are to con-
clude from that answer that the Government have no 
solid evidence whatever in proof of the truth of 
this charge, and they have taken no steps to inves-
tigate it and has their attention been turned to the 
fact that it is not only a gross scandal, but a very 
great evil to this country, to allow the circulation 
of such statements, authorized by Ministers of the 
Crown, if they are, as I believe them to be, abso-
lutely false? 
Lord Robert Cecil: The hon. Member has, per-
haps information that we have not. I can only speak 
from the statements that have been already published 
in the press. I have already told the House that 
we have no other information whatever, the informa-
tion is the statement that has been published and 
that I have before me. (Reading an alleged quota-
tion from the German press). 
We are now passing the great Oorpse Utilization 
Establishment of this Army Group. The fat that is 
now here, is turned into lubricating oils and every-
thing else is ground down in the bones mill into a 
powder which is used for mixing with pig's food and 
as manure. Nothing can be permitted to go to waste. 
This statement has been published in the press and 
that is the whole of the informa tion that I have. 
Mr. Dillon: Has the Noble Lord's attention 
been drawn to the fact that there have been pub-
lished in the Frankfurter Zeitung and other leading 
German nev"Jspapers, descriptions of this who;le pro-
cess, in which the word "Kadaver" is u-sed and from 
which it is perfectly manifest, and stated, that 
these factories are for the purpose of boiling down 
the dead bodies of horses and other animals which are 
lying on the battlefield. (An honorable member 
"Human Animals!") and 1 ask the right hon. Gentleman 
whether the Government proposes to take any steps to 
obtain authentie information whether this story is 
true or absolutely false?· For the credit of human 
nature he ought to. 
Lord Robert Cecil: It is not any part of the 
duties of the Government, nor is it possible for the 
Government to institute inquiries, as to what goes on 
in Germany. The hen. Member is surely very unreason-
able in making the suggestion, and as for his quo;ta-
tions from The Frankfurter ~ituns., I have not seen 
them, but I have seen statements made by the German 
Government after the publication o.f this, and I con-
fess that I am not able to .attach very much .import-
ance to any statement made by the German Government. 
Mr. Di~lon: I beg to ask the right hen. Gentle-
man whether before a Minister of the Crown, a member 
of the War Cabinet, gives authorization to these 
rumors, he ought not to have obtained accurate infor-
mation as to whether they are true or not? 
Lord Robe.rt Cecil: I think any Minister of the 
Crown is entitled to comment on and refer to something 
which has been published in one of the leading papers 
of this country. He only purported to do that, and 
did not make himself responsible for the statements. 
(An hen. Member: "He did!"). I am informed that he 
did not. He said "As· has been stated in the papers. 1 
It was not until 1925 that the origin of the 
Ka.daver story became known. On Oct. 19, 1925 General 
CharteriJ!., of the British Army was invited to speak at 
a dinner given by the Natio.,nal Arts Club in New York City. 
He thought that he was speaking confidentially, and was 
not aviare of the fact that reporters were present. "Next 
day he was quoted in the ~ew xork !ime~ as telling how 
the farno,us 'corp.se factory' story began as a bit of propa-
ganda in China .• n2 England feared that China was favoring 
1Nation 121:563. quo,ted from Record of Parliamentary Debate, 
30, April 19l r/. 
2Li terary Dig_es:t 87': 12, Nov. 14, 25 War Lies - quoted 
from N. Y. Times Oct. 20, 1925. 
.Germany and knowing the reverence in which the Chinese 
held their ancestors, General Charteris hit upon the 
scheme of sending them a picture which had recently been 
taken from some German prisoners. There were two pic-
tures, "one showing a train taking dead horses to the 
rear so that fat and other things needed for fertilizer 
and munitions might be obtained from them, and the other 
showing a train taking dead Germans to the rear for 
burial. On the picture showing the horses was the word 
'cadaver'. 11 
••.••• "General Charteris had the caption telling of 
'cadaver' being sent back to the fat factory transposed 
1 to the picture showing the German dead." 
This was the picture he sent to a Chinese news-
paper in Shanghai. General Charteris declared that "the 
story of the speech as published was 'wholly- inaccurate' '1 
but when asked what he did say, he replied "I think the 
best thing to do is to drop the subject entirely."2 
The following comments were made by Englishmen 
regarding the alleged Charteris story: 
Mx. David Lloyd George: The story came under 
my notice in various ways at the time. I did not 
believe it, I do not believe it now. It was never 
-· lr,iterary Digest 87:12, Nov. 14:25 
"War Lies: quoted from The New . York. Times, Oct. 20, 1925. 
2r.iter.ary Digest 87:1.2, Nov. 14, 1925, "War Lies~ quoted 
from The New York Time~, Oct. 20, 1925. 
/ 
adopted as part of the armory of the British Propa-
ganda Department. It was in fact 'turned down' by 
l that Department. 
Mr. G. F. G. Maaternian: We certainly did not 
accept the story as true, and I know nobody in offi-
cials positions . at the time who credited it. Noth-
ing suspected as this, was made use of in our propa-
ganda. Only such informa tion as had been properly 
verified was circulated. 2 
Mr. Ian McPherson: I wa s at the War Office at 
the time. We had no rea son to doubt the authenticity 
a,f the story when it came through. It was supported 
by the captured divisional orders of the German Army 
in France, and I have an impression that it was also 
ba cked up by the Foreign office on the strength of 
extracts from the German press. We did not know 
it had been invent.ed by anybody, and had we known 
there wa s the slightest doubt about the truth of the 
s.tory it would not have been used in any way by us. 3 
The Labor Daily Hera ld said in regard to this 
incident: 
A document wa s found relating to the use of 
Kadaver in the manufacture of explosives, with fat 
'? 
1.Living Ages, 327:435, ••The Fa llibility of Human Evidence." 
2The Living Age 327:435. "The Fallibility of Human Evidence." 
3The Living Age, 327:435. 
extracted from these 'corpses' glycerine was to be 
made. Now, it has generally been supposed that it 
was. a genuine mistake to translate Kadaver as 
'corpse', a mistake by some one who did not know 
that Germans have another word for human dead bodies, 
and that this one means the bodies of animals. How-
ever, General Charleris claims that the lie was in-
vented by military authorities, and now holy horror 
at his frankness, is expressed by a number of news-
papers which themselves ndt only lied lustily through-
out the war, but have been lying ever since. Vfuat 
they are really annoyed about is this give away of 
the manner in which opinion is manufactured. It has 
been done before during the war, and also during 
peace. If ever we are fools enough to go to war, 
it will be done again. For lying is just as necessary 
a weapon as rifles, bombs, tanks, guns and planes. 
But this isn't an aspect of war which war-makers like 
to hear discussed. 1 
The Government of England not only made no offi-
cial denial of the "Kadaver" story but gave its endorse-
ment to a whole series of atrocity stories reprinted in 
the Bryce Reports. The fact that Viscount Bryce at one 
time British Ambassador to the United States, and a man 
~ing Age 327:436, quoted from Labor~ly Herald, 
date not given. 
of unsullied reputation, affixed his signature to this report, 
l 
made it carry great weight, especially in the United States. 
The Committee on Alleged German Atrocities, of ~hich 
Viscount . Bryce was Chairman, was composed of F. Pollock, 
Edward Clarke, Kenelin E. Digby, Alfred Hopkinson, H. A. L. 
Fisher and Harold Cox. The report contains innumerable 
stories of atrocities committed by Germane. 
The Committee declares that every attempt was made 
to secure unprejudiced, fair testimony: 
1 
2 
We have ••• set aside the testimony of any wit-
nessea who did not favourably impress the lawyers 
who took their depositions, and have rejected hearsay 
evidence, except in cases where hearsay furnished an 
undesigned confirmation of facts with regard to 
which we already possessed direct testimony from 
some other source, or explained in a natural way 
2 
facts imperfectly narrated or otherwise perplexing 
as illustration this foot note: 
For instance, the dead body of a man is found 
lying on the doorstep, or a woman is seen who has 
the appearance of being outraged. So far the facts 
Note: Sir Arthur Ponsonby has published a book, Falsehood 
in War Times, which is a collection of lies circula-
ted in England, the United States, France, Germany 
and Italy during the World W~r. In this book a 
number of atrocity stories are given with refutations, 
as well as a large collection of stones which were 
current during the War. 
Bryce Report p. 6. 
are proved by the direct evidence of the person by 
whom they have been seen. Information is sought for 
by him as to the circumstances under which the death 
or outrage took place. 
The bystanders who saw the circumstances best 
who are not now accessible, relate what they saw, 
and this is reported by the witness to the Examiner 
and is placed on records in the deposition. VIe have 
had no hesitation in taking such evidence into 
1 
consideration. 
In dealing with the evidence, we have recog-
nized the importance of testing it severely, and so 
far as the conditions permit we have followed the 
princip.les which are recognized in the Courts of 
England, The British Over Seas Dominions and the 
United States. 2 
The following story is one of the milder 
stories from the · Bryce Report, many are far more replete 
with horror. 
1 
At Haecht several children had been murdered, 
one, two or three years old, was found nailed to 
the door of a farm house by the hands and feet, a 
crime which seems almost incredible, but the 
Bryce Report p .• 6. 
2. l.E.i3, P• 6. 
evidence for which we feel bound to accept. In the 
garden of this house was the body of a girl who had 
1 ' 
been shot in the forehead. 
In conclusion this Committee said: 
Our function is ended, when we have stated 
what the evidence establishes, but we may be permitted 
to express our belief that these disclosures will not 
have been made in vain, if they touch and rouse the 
conscience of mankind, and we venture to hope that 
as soon as the present war is over, the nations of 
the world in council, will consider what means can 
be provided and sanctions desired to prevent the re-
currence of such horrors as our generation is now 
2 
witnessing. 
On the back of a pamphlet which contains ex-
cerpts from the Bryce Report is printed, in large black 
type: 
Is your conscience roused ? Won't you make the 
most effective way of showing it - if you are a man 
under 40 - and fit? The only way to put a stop to 
these and other crimes is to crush the German Army. 
You can help either by joining the Army or by 
making munitions. Place your service at the dis-
posal of the .milit a ry authorities. 
1 
Bryce Report, p. 28. 
2 
Bryce Report p. 61. 
If you are a woman, can not you help a man ·to 
de cide't 
Each of these stories of atrocities in Belgium 
and France were repeated aga in and again in the United 
Sta tes and lost nothing in sheer horror in their recount- ' 
ing. Stories of the type: "I know some one whose cousin 
knew the person to whom this happened" perhaps found more 
fertile ground than any other. So by this insidious 
method of lie .s a hatred and a loa thing for the German 
people because of their alleged cruelty gradually began 
to spread throughout the United States, the viscious 
ci r cle growing ever wider. This hatred strengthened by 
the indignation of the American people over the sinking 
of the Lusitania and subsequent German submarine warfare, 
prepared an unwilling people to support war. 
Sir Philip. Gibbs in his Now It Can ~~ Told 
says: 
Greedy was the appetite of the mob for atrocity 
tales. The more revolting they were, the quicker 
they were swallowed. The foul absurdity of 'The 
corpse factory' story was not rejected any more than 
the tale of the 'crucif~ed Canadian' (disapproved by 
our own G. H. Q. ) or the cutting off of children's 
~ands and women's breasts, for which I could .find no 
evidence from the only British ambulances working in 
1 
the districts where such ho r rors were reported. 
British propaganda did not confine itself simply 
to work in the United States and other neutral countries 
but was equally active in enemy countries. 
By February 1918 it became very clear to the 
British Government that an effective organization for 
propaganda behind the enemy lines would be an invaluable 
service. Their purpose was to break down the morale of 
the enemy and their hope was by the combination of f.ight-
ing on the front with the additional strength of the 
United States, and by the subtle use of propaganda behind 
the lines, to bring the war to a successful conclusion. 
In February 1918 the Prime Minister invited Lord 
Northcliffeto become Director of Propaganda in Enemy 
Countries. . An organization was immediately effected, two 
branches of the department were formed, one branch was 
devoted to production, the other to the distribution of 
the ma terial for propaganda. Because of the various 
languages in use by the enemy, a subdivision of the pro-
duction branch was necessary and Germru1y, Austro-Hungarian 
and Bulgarian sections were formed. 
1. 
Literary Dige~, "War Lies", 8?:12 quoted from Norfolk 
Virginian Pilot - date not given. 
Sir Campbell Stuart has given an excellent ac-
count of the activities of this Committee in his book 
Secrets of Crewe House. The exp.endi ture by this Commit-
tee was relatively small, for the period, from September 
1, to December 31, 1918 during which time the most in-
tensive campaign was waged, the sum expended was only 
~31,360 4s. 9 d. Sir Campbell Stuart accounts for the 
smallness of the amount by the fact that many members 
"worked without remuneration for their services. 111 
Because of the oppression and discontent of the 
subject races in Austria-Hungary, the Committee decided 
that that country would be . "most susceptible to propagan-
da". The disaffected elements in Austria-Hungary amount-
ed to three-fifths of the entire population and Lord 
Northcliffe decided to direct his energies towards this 
2 
element. He had "two objectives - one constructive and 
one destructive 11 • 3 
(1) The moral and active support of the 
national desires of these races for inde-
pendence, with the ultimate aim of forming 
a strong non-German chain of Central 
. 4 European and Danubian States. 
(2) The encouragement of their disinclination 
to fight on behalf of the Central Empire, 
------------------------1 
Stuart, S~ ere ts of CreVILHouse, P• 18. 
2 
Ibid, P• 20. 
3-
Ibid, p. 20. 
4stuart, Secrets of_g~e Hou~ P• 21. 
thus greatly handicapping the Austra-
Hungarian Armies as a fighting force, and 
seriously embarrassing the German Military 
l leaders. 
Here England met some embarrasament because of the Secret 
Treaty of London of April 1915 which provided that Great 
Britain, France and Russia would grant to Italy certain 
Territories held by the Southern Slavs.2 
In order to counteract this secret agreement, 
there met at Corfu certain represent a tives of the Serbs, 
Croats: and Slovenes. Dr. Trumbull (President of the 
Southern Slav Committee) and Mr. Pashitch (Prime Minister 
of Serbia) assumed the leadership of the Assembly, and on 
June 20, 1917 the Southern Slav Unitary Declaration was. 
issued, which proclaimed a union of the Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenes and claimed, "all territory compactly inhabited 
by them, which (said the Declaration) "can not be mutila-
ted without attaint to the vital interest of the 
community. tt3 
An agreement was finally rea .. ched over these 
"territorial controversies" between Italy and the South 
Slavs. After this agreement was made England sent 
representatives, Mr. Steed and Dr. Seton-Watson on 11 a 
1 
Ibid, p. 21 
2 Stuart, Secrets of Crewe House, p. 22. 
3Ibid, P• 22 
special. mission to Italy". While there they went as rep-
resentatives to the Congress of the Oppressed Hapsburg 
Nationalities, "which met with the consent of the Italian 
Government at Rome on April ?, 8 and 9th, 1918. The hold-
ing of the Congress itself was an important act of propa-
1 ganda. 
There were two policies adopted by Lord Metcalfe 
for the dissemination of propaganda in enemy countries. 
(a) To work for a separate peace. with the 
Emperor, the Court, and the aristo6racy on· 
the principle of not interfering with the 
domestic affairs of the Hapsburg Monarchy 
and of leaving its territory almost or 
quite intact, or 
(b) To try to break the :power of Austria 
Hungary as the weakest link in the chain 
of enemy states, by supporting and encourag-
ing all pro-Ally peoples and tendencies. 2 
Because the policy (a) had been tried and had 
not succeeded, since the Hapsburgs could not lose them-
selves from Germany, should they so desire, inasmuch as 
the Germans of Austria and the Magyars of Hungary had 
control and since any offer of terms to them meant a 
l 
Stuart, Secrets of Cre~ House, p. 25. 
2 
Stuart, Secrets of Crewe Housea p. 30, quoted from the 
Memorandum of Lord Northcliffe, sent to the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs Feb. 24, 1918. 
Girect offense to Italy, it was decided to try the (b) 
policy. 
There were 31,000 anti-Germans in Austria and 
21,000 pro-Germans, the minority ruled the majority. The 
plan was made for the Allied Governments and the Presi-
dent of the United States to insist that the races of 
Austria-Hungary be given fr eedom on the :principle of 
'government by consent of the governed.' The existing 
societies among the anti-German group such as the Bohemian 
National Alliance, the Southern Slav Committee and certain 
Polish societies were utilized. 1 
As a result of the determination to carry on an 
extensive campaign of :propaganda against Austria-Hungary, 
work was begun by the Commission April 18, 1918. 11 It 
acquired a 2 polyglot printing press" and set up an estab-
lishment at Reggio Emilia where the propaganda was pro-
duced and intricate plans were made for the distribution 
of this literature. 
England decided .upon the plan of sending leaf-
lets over the German lines by airplane. The Germans; 
threatened to inflict severe punishment upon any captured 
air men and made good their threats in two ca ses. This 
English method of distribution of literature behind the 
1 
Stuart, ~6rets of Crewe House, p. 31, quoted from the 
:M:emorandum of Lord Metcalfe to Secreta ry of Foreign 
Affairs, Feb. 24, 1918. 
2 
Stuart, Secrets of Crewe Rouse, :p. 38. 
German lines, was then discontinued. They next attempted 
to send leaflets by hand and rifle . grenades, but this 
method had its limitations because they could only be sent 
a short distance. Eventually a. scheme was hit upon, where-
by a certain kind of balloon was used. These balloons 
were experimented ,upon under war conditions in France and 
various difficulties were overcome. Finally, this type 
of balloon was manufactured at the rate of 2,000 per week. 
This "propaganda balloon was made of paper cut in longi-
tudinal panels with a neck of oiled silk about twelve 
inches long. The circumference was about twenty feet 
and the height when inflated, over eight feet. The abso-
lute capacity was approximately 100 cubic feet but the 
balloons were liberated when not quite taut, containing 
1 90 to 95 cubic feet of hydrogen." 
Many difficulties had to be overcome. They 
were finally able to work out a varnish ,which prevented 
the penetration of the paper by the Hydrogen for two or 
three hours. and even at the end of thirty- six hours the 
balloon had 11 s.ome lifting capacity''• This paper balloon 
weighed just a. little more than one pound. These 
balloons carried from 500 to 1000 leaflets. One of the 
pr oblema confronting the designers was how to make it 
possible to drop small quantities of leaflets at intervals 
l 
Stuart, Secrets of Crewe Rouse, pp. 55, 56. 
rather than all at one place. An ingenious method was 
devised, a wick dipped into a certain chemical was very 
slow burning, the time required for the wick to burn a 
certain distance was noted and packets of leaflets tied 
at a given number of inches apart so that they could be 
distributed over a fairly wide territory. 
PART III. 
vVhen the war broke out in Europe in 1914, it 
seemed that the United States had no i nterest in i t 
whatever. It was felt that i t would be possible to re-
main wholly neutral. The East showed more interest in 
the war than the West, :Middle West and South. It is a 
notable fact that in the East the newspapers made a 
feature of the war, giving it large space on the front 
pages., while in the other sections of the country war 
ne ws was ca rried an the inside sheets of the ne wspapers. 
Public opin ion represented an almost united front against 
the entrance of the United Sta tes i nto the World War. 
Intense feeling was created by the sinking of 
the Lusitania. The whispering campaign of the Allies, 
with its tales of Belgi an children having their hands 
cut off .and similar tales of German atrocities, was be-
ginning to be effective. In s:pi te of these facts, the 
election of 1916 was won on the slogan, "He kep.t us out 
of war." This slogan was suggested by Colonel House as 
1 
a winning slogan. Thus even as late as November 1916 
it vJ as clear that a great mass of the American people 
wsre opp~sed to entrance into the war. 
In an editorial in the Independent for November 
20, 1916 entitled, The Election and~ Look Ahead, we 
1
seymour, Intimate Papers of Col. House, Vol. II: 359-60 
"As to the general political situation. I think it is too 
early to prophesy. If the election were held today, I 
have no doubt you would win. It is the plain people that 
will determine the result and we must get the issue proper-
. ly before them. The keeping of the country out of war 
and the grea t measures you have enacted i nto law, should 
be our ba ttle cry. 11 
find, in discuss:ing the re-election of President Wilson: 
It was a sectional victory, perhaps one might 
be pardoned for saying a two-sectional victory. It was 
the Solid South and an almost solid Wes t ••• against an 
almost solid East and Middle West. The significance of 
the result would seem to cons i st of ctwo elements. 
( 1) 
(2) 
The approval by the West of the Presid-
dent's success in 'keeping us out of war' 
In the realm of foreign affa irs he will 
continue every effort to keep us out of 
war. In so doing he will be following the 
1 preponderant desire of the American people . 
From the _!:it~ra.ry Di_gest it is possible to get 
a fairl~ good cross-section of the opiriion of the press 
of the country. In an article entitled, lie Kept Us Ou~ 
of War , in the Literary Digest of October 14, 1916, we 
find: 
President Wilson himself in a S.hadow Lawn speech, 
has mentioned our embroilment in the European · con-
flict as a likely consequence of .Republican success 
at the coming election. Q,uoting from President 
Wilson's speech 'Am I not right that we must draw 
the conclusion that if the Republican party is put 
1 
Editorial: Independent 88:297, Nov. 20, 1916. 
The Election and a Look Ahead. 
into power at the next. election our foreign policy 
will be radically changed. I can not draw any other 
inference. All our present foreign policy is wrong, 
they say, and if it is wrong and they are men of 
conscience, they must change it, and if they are go-
ing to change it, in what direction are they going 
to change it? .There is only one choice as against 
. 1 peace, and that 1s war. 
The Spr i ngfield Re publ i can in discussing the 
November 1916 election says: 
The direct reverse of the Wilson policy can not 
be brought about without war, the Wilson policy is 
founded on neutrality and its p.reservation. 2 
An article appeared in the Literary Digest, 
Why !ilso£ Won, on November 18, 1916. The following 
quot a tions from various newspapers are taken from this 
article. 
The Seattle Post Intelligencer an Independent 
pa per wrote: 
Washington is an impressionable state. 'He kept 
3 
us out of war' made a strong appeal to women voters. 
According to :Mr. Wi ll iam Allen White of the 
Emporia Gazette (Progressive Republican): 
l 
Literary Digest 53:933, Oct. 14, 1916 quoted from an ad-
dress made by President Wilson at Shadow Lawn,date not given. 
2Litera ry Digest 53:933, quoted from the Springfield Repub-
lican, date not given. 
3Lite.rary Digest 53:1312, Nov. 1~, 1916 Why Wilson Won, 
quoted .from the Seattle Post In t elligenct r.---
'l'he Wilson vote in Kansas was largely due to 
l 
~omen but not because 'he kept us out of war'. 
Mr. Henry J. Allen of the Wichita Beacon 
( Independent) held a contrary view to that held by Mr. 
William Allen White: 
First, there was a fat, rich cushion of prosperi-
ty and the f a rmer was lulled up on it, he refused to 
think. Secondly, the women voters were attracted 
very l a r gely by the quavering slogan 'He kept us out 
2 
of war'. They refused to think. 
Mr. Victor Murdock of the Wichita Eagle, 
(Progressive) says: 
1 
• • • • Kansas is glad that Wilson kept us out of 
war. It rejoices in a prosperity it has never before 
known, but and beyond all else, Kansas voted for 
Woodrow Wilson because it recognizes in him, one who, 
in spite of all vacil l ation and many mistakes, yet 
does appreciate the fact that the American people look 
to something beyond mere dollars, and that the supreme 
purpose of the United States is to secure local jus-
tice for every man within the nation and to take the 
lead in a great e f fort to secure a lasting world 
3 
peace. 
'Ibid, p. 1312. 
2-
Literary Digest 53:1334 "Why Wilson Won 11 quoted from the 
Wichita Beacon (date not give n ). 
3 
Literary Digest 53:1334, "Why Wilson Won", quoted from 
the Wichita Bea.con (date not given). 
The Minneapoli.s Tribune says: 
The Slogan 'He Kept us Out of War' appealed to 
1 
the labor vote. 
The Duluth Hews Tribtin.e (Republican) says: 
The influence of the voter's wives, who urged 
'he kept us out of war' as a reason for wishing 
Wilson reelected, was a material factor in Wilson's 
strong showing in Minnesota. 2 
While agreeing that 'he kept us out of war' and 
the Scandinavian vote were factors in Wilson's 
strength at the Minnesota po~ls, the St. Paul Pioneer 
Press {Ind.) reports that 'the best pDlitical diag-
nosticians are, utterly at sea to explain the upset 
. 3 in that state. 
In New Hampshire according to the 1&lnchester 
Union (Ind.) the large Wilson vote may be attributed 
to three causes: 
War prosperity, which has made employment easy 
and wages high; the plea that Wilson kept us out of 
war which appealed to the pacifiat element, and the 
Adamson eight-hour law, which attracted the union 
. 4 
labor element in the industrial cities a.nd towns. 
1 Ibid, quoted from Minneapolis Tribune (date not given). 
2Litera.ry Digest 53:1314, Why Wilson Won, quoted from 
the News Tribune, date not given. 
3 
Ibid 1315. 
~rar:Y Digest 53:1.315 quoted from the :Manchester, N.H. 
Union (date not given~. 
In Kansas ••••• women ••• frankly met pleas for 
votes against Wilson witn the retort 'He kept us out 
1 
of war'. 
In California a Los Angeles correspondent of 
the N. Y. Evening Post says •••• 'Throughout the 
state many women voted for Wilson and prohibition 
because as they frequently remarked 'They had sons 
and wanted to save them from war a nd from drink. 12 
Thus President Wilson had found the slogan which 
wa,s of sufficient appeal. to a great number of voters to 
cause them to seve~ their partyaffiliations and support 
the cause of peace. 
In a speech delivered at Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
January 31, 1916, President Wilson said: 
Governments have gone to war with one another. 
Peoples so far as I can remember, have not and this 
is a government of the people and this people is 
3 
not going to cho~ war. 
During the first years of the war, while -the 
Amer.icari p.eople were still so opposed to entering the . 
conflict, Allied and German propaganda was being actively 
spread thro ughout the country. The Allied propaganda 
became increasingly convinc ng while the German propaganda 
1 
Ibid, p. 1315 Woman's hand in the election quoted from the 
H. Y. World (date not give ). 
2. 
Literary Digest 53:1316, q oted from the N.Y. Evening Post. 
3Turner, Shall It Be Again, quoted from speech of Woodrow 
Wilson, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Jan. 31, 1916. 
~os t ground. German had injured her cause by the inva-
sion of Belgium. This invasion shocked the sense of the 
neutra l world and stories of atrocities i n Belgium gre~ 
more hideous as they were retold. The submarine campaign 
of Germany influenced thinki ng in the United States, the 
sinking of the Lusitania seemed unjustifiable. By their 
persistence in unrestricted subma rine warfare, Germany 
gave the United States an outward and visible cause for 
entrance into the war, regardless of what may have been 
the deeper, more far reaching influences bringing .. about 
the change in the policy of the U. s. Government.· What-
ever forces acted to bring about a change in the mind of 
Pre.sident Wilson between November 1916 and April 1917, we 
do not know. We do know that unrestricted submarine war-
fare was the immediate cause of the break in the relations 
between the Govern~ent of the United Sta tes and that of 
Germany 
In the Message whi.ch President Wilson sent to 
Congres s February 26, ~917 he said i .n regard to war: 
· •••• The .Americ~n people do not desire it. 
When P residen t Wilson read his War Message to 
Congress.: in April 1917, he f a ced a nation, a majority of 
which, at least had registered by their vote in the 
November election, their di.sapproval of the l:Jnited States 
:participating in the War. 
In an editorial in the New Republic, entitled 
Public Opinion and the Vvar, published April. 21, 1917, the 
editor says: 
1 
Just at present popular opinion is at once 
curiously placid and unenthusiastic about the wa~ 
but at the same time loyally acquiescent the American 
people, still do not know quite what has happened to 
them. They have suspected all along that so mething 
was being 'put over' on them, but they have not been 
sure. The business has been managed according to 
rule and they have confidence in the good .faith and 
political wisdom of the Presi.dent. When, consequently, 
congressman after congres sman and senator after senator 
asserted d·uring the debate over the declaration of war 
that they would vote for the declaration, but betrayed 
a manifest reluctance to do so, and an equally mani.-
fe~t indisposition to accept Mr. Wilson's definition 
of the object o.f American participation, Congress 
was much mare representative than usual bf the state 
of mind of the American middle class. Popular re-
luctance is not expressed in immediate irresolution. 1 
New Republic 10:334-336. April 21, 1917, p~ 335, 
"Public Opinion and the War~" 
America was not prepared for war either physi-
cally or menta~ly. Thus it was necessary to prepare 
the minds of the people, to think war~ feel war, act as 
a great mass, with one thought uppermost in their minds 
and that thought was the necessity for winning the war. 
The problem which confronted the Administration 
waa a tremendous one, and it meant that a great organiza-
tion for the distribution of propaganda must be effected 
to make the people of the country concentrate their 
minds and their efforts on · the winning of the war. It 
meant creating a sentiment for war. Sentiment for war 
can best be created by a feeling of indignation over a 
great injustice, and by creating a hatred for the enemy. 
War thrives on hatred. Hatred thrives on lies. Lies 
had to be broadcast throughout the nation. Lies thrive 
best in a whisp.ering c~paign, but they were also given 
space in the press. JA constructive system for the dis-
semination of propaganda was necessary, so one of the 
first steps taken by President Wilson towards overcoming 
the apathy and disinterest which the people of the United 
States: showed towards the war, was the creation of the 
Committee in Public Information. George Creel was made 
Chairman of this Comn1ittee. 
The Executive Order reads: 
I hereby crea te a Committee on Public Info.rma-
tion, to be composed of the Secretary of State, the 
Secretary of the Navy and a civilian who shall be 
charged with the executive direction of the Committee. 
As civilian chairman of the Cortunittee, I appoint 1Jir. 
George Creel. 
The S.ecretary of State, the Secretary of War 
and the Secretary of the Navy are authorized each to 
detail an officer or off i cers to the work of the 
Committee . 1 Woodrow Wilson, April 24, 1917. 
The Committee on Public Info.r ina tion published 
literature, distributed posters, arranged for moving 
pictures to be shown, arranged for the Four Minute J.Xen 
to make addresses in their respective communities, 
stirring the people emotionally and creating a sentiment 
for war. Their activi ties were not confined to the 
United States alone, but they established a representa-
tive in Switzerland where an active work was done. 
Mrs. Vira B. Whitehouse was made Director of 
the Committee on Public Info,rma tion for Switzerland and 
in her book, ! Yea!~ ~ Government ~~' she says: 
Not . only our news items through the Agence 
Te l egrap ique Suisae began to appear in the press, 
1 
\~ar Information Series, No. 15, :March 1918. 
Why America Fights German.z, John s . P. Tallock,. :p. 2. 
but special articles, too, on conditions and 
methods in this country which were sent directly 
from our own office to the papers and magazines, 
were published. Articles about our great ~he~t 
crops, about our war gardens and modern agricultur-
al implements, our hog raising, etc. we .re accepted 
by the agricultural papers • . The milk industry 
papers published information about American cows; 
the medicine papers about our war time medical and 
surgical problems; the educational journals about 
American schools; the socialist papers about the 
condition of the working-classes here. Every kind 
of paper including women's magazines, art journals, 
etc. was provided with appropriate articles. The 
daily pap.ers too, took special articles about our 
shipbuilding, our war finance, and our general 
activities:. We would translate, mimeo.graph, and 
send to the papers official and semi-official re-
p.orts which gave information of interest. We sent 
to editors and writers a weekly bulletin review.ing 
the chief items of the week's news in the United 
1 
States with editorial notes showing its significance. 
1 
Whitehouse, Vi ra B., A Year as a Government Agent, p. 127. 
The Committee on P1:1blic Information published a 
series of pamphlets in the United States, which were 
called The Red, White, _§E~ Bl~~ Serie~. The pamphlets 
w.ere issued in enormous quantities and in many languages. 
They were designed to stir up hatred for Germany and to 
inflame the readers with an intense feeling of indigna-
tion and a desire to support the war as a righteous cause. 
As an illustration of this, - in March 1918 the Committee 
o:n Public Infa,rmation published a pamphlet by John S\. P. 
Tatlock, a Professor at Leland Standford University. 
The title of the pampq_let is "Why America Fights Germany". 
It is called ''The Cantonment Edition". 
follo wing inflammatory passage: 
It contains the 
We knew that Germany and Austria desired the 
war, and forced it on their unwilling opponents the 
Allies. Our sense ~f humanity, jus tice and chivalry 
was horrified by the German invasion of Belgium, a 
weak and innocent nation, which stood in the road 
which the Germau Army wished to take into France. 
We were horrified still more by their conduct in 
Belgium - by their needless destruction of precious 
things, by their vile and filthy treatment of the 
Belgians, by their robberies, by their numberless 
murders. A German soldier fell off his bicycle and 
1 
his gun went off; he declared he had been shot at 
and all the inhabitants of the village were burned 
to death in their homes. Feeble old Belgian priests 
were forced to walk in front of the marching German 
Army as screens, so that if the Belgians fired they 
might kill the priests first. Babies were stabbed 
with bayonets. Belgians were carried off into 
Germany and forced to work for the German armies. 
There is a pictur~ by a Dutch artist of a poor old 
\ 
Belgian making a shell; t.he dreadful expression in 
his face tells usJhe is thinking, "Perhaps this will 
ki 11 my son". German seamen from a submarine got 
i nto the life boat of a ship sunk far from land, 
emptied the fresh water casks, filled them with salt 
water and even threw overboard the crew's little 
packages, done up in bandana handkerchiefs, of 
little personal belongings, which the poor fellows 
wanted to save. The crew of another ship which was 
torpedoed were put on the deck of the submarine, 
which then dived and left them all to drown. Whole 
books have been written about these horrors. against 
all law and humanity, and yet half of them have not 
1 been recorded. 
Ta~lock, John S.P., Why America Fights 
Information Series No. 15, March 1918. 
Edition, p. 4-5. 
Ge:.rmany. VI ar 
Cantonment 
2 
The author, 1{r. Tatlock, argues that these 
"brutalities are based on precept" and quotes Bismarck's 
statement in 1871 on "The . proper treatment of the people 
(not the army) in an enemy country." 
We shall shoot, hang and burn. After that 
has happened a few times, the inhabitants will 
l 
finally come to their senses. 
Professor Tatlock quotes a German preacher in 
a public address on the sinking of the Lusitania, although 
the name of the preacher and the subject of tne address 
is not given: 
l 
Whoever cannot prevail upon himself to approve 
from the bottom of his heart, the sinking of the 
, 
Lusitania, whoever cannot conquer his sense of the 
gigantic cruelty to unnumbered perfectly innocent 
victims •••• and give himself up to honest delight 
at this victorious exploit of German defensive power -
2 him we judge to be no true German. 
Further Mr. Tatlock says: 
•••••• From the first the cause of human rights and 
freedom was seen to be the cause of the peoples 
allied against Germany. But especially since the 
Russian Revolution of March 1917, one of the greatest 
Tatlock, John S.P., Why America Fights Germany, War 
Information Series No. 15, Marah 1918, p. 7. 
Tatlock, John S.P., Why Arnerica Fights Germany. War 
Information Series. Cantonment Edition, 11Iarch 1918, p.7. 
1 
2 
facts of the War is tha t all Democracy is now waging 
a supreme struggle against all Despotism •••• But if 
Democracy is conquered in this war, the liberty of 
the individual man, must be diminished that the 
nation as a whole may be defended from foreign 
autocracy. This is not a dream: it is a grim fact. 
If Democracy: is conquered in this war, all free 
peoples must either submit!.£. Germany's domination 
or else give up a part of their ~emocracy in order 
to resist her. 1 •••.. 
.•••• We ~st fi~ht Ge~~ in Europe that we may not 
have to fight her in America. 2 
Pla~ Eave E~ formed and printed by men of 
3 
military rank, for an invasion of America • 
• • • • • We ~st fight Germany in Europe with help, that 
4 
we may not have to fight her in &nerica without help. 
Now let us p:icture what a sudden invasion of 
the United States by these Germans would mean, 
sudden, because their settled way is always to at-
tack suddenly. First, they set themselves to capture 
Ne w York City. While their fleet blockades the 
harbor and shells the city and the forts from far at 
sea, their troops land somewhere near and advance 
-------------------
Tat' lock, John S.P., Why America Fights Germany~ War 
Information Series, NO. 15, March 1918, p •. 8. 
Ibid, p.. 9 
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toward the city in order to cut its rail communica-
tions, starve it into surrender, and then plunder 
it. One body of from 50,.000 to 100,000 men lands, 
let us suppose at Barnegat Bay, N. J. and advances 
without meeting resistance, for the brave but small 
American army is scattered elsewhere. They pass 
through Lakewood ., a station on the Central Railroad 
of lfew Je.rsey. They first demand wine for the 
officers and beer for the men. Angered to find 
that an American Town does not contain large quanti-
ties of either, they pillage and burn the post 
office and most of the hotels and stores. One 
feeble old woman tries to conceal twenty dollars 
which she has .been hoarding in her desk drawer, she 
is taken out and hanged (to save a cartridge}. 
Some of the teachers in two district schools, meet 
a fate which makes them envy her. The Catholic 
:Qriest and Methodist Minister are thrown into a 
pig-:-sty, while the German soldiers look on and 
laugh. Some of the officers quarter themselves 
in a handsome house on the edge of the town, insult 
the ladies of the family, and destroy and defile 
the contents of the house. By this time some of 
the soldiers have managed to get drunk; one of them 
discharges his gun accidentally~ The cry goes up. that 
the residents are firing on the troops, and then hell 
breaks loose. Robbery, murder and outrage run riot. 
Fifty leading citizens are lined up against the First 
National Bank Building and shot. Most of the town 
and the beautiful pine woods are burned, and then 
the troop.s move on to treat New Brunswick the same 
way - if they get there, 
This is not a snappy story. It is not fancy. 
The general plan of crunpaign has been advanced re-
peatedly by German milit a ry men. And ~~~ Eorribl~ 
· detail is ·just what the Ger!!!.§_!! troops have done in 
Belgium and France. The same thing would happen at 
Plymouth brGloucester in the advance on Boston; 
might happen at Michigan City, Indiana in the advance 
1 
on Chicago, at Council Bluffs on the way to Omaha. 
Mr. Ta~lock summarizes why America is fighting . 
Germany: 
l 
(l) The German Government has drowned our 
citizens, sunk our ships, destroyed our 
property, insulted our flag, contrary to 
all law and humanity. Every such act 
was ~ §_£~ of ~E against us. 
Ta~lock, John S.P., ~' Information Series No. 15 
March 1918, p.p. 9, 10- Cantomaent Editio.n. 
l_ 
(2) By its cruel and treacherous treatment 
of Be~gium, and by its manner of waging 
war, it has excited the horror of all 
decent people. Mercy and justice through 
all the world are at stake. 
-'-------
(3) Its constant love and desire for war 
proves it the ~eatest ~~, ~earth to 
the Eeac~ and happiness of free EeoEles. 
( 4) On our side are the democracies of the 
world, great and small; on the German side 
are the autocracies of the world, warring 
against the principles on which our democ-
racy and all others are founded. 
(5) Germany plans to dominate the Old World 
from its center, and today has largely 
accomplished her plan. In a ·few years it 
will be too la~~ to stop her. 
(6) Germany's ambitions for expansion in the 
n ew 'vVorld have shown ~ :!.£ should have 
to fight Germany later if not now and with-
out help, instead of wi th the help of all 
1 
other gre a t free peoples. 
Tatlock, John S.P., WhY America Fights Germany, War 
Information Series No. 15, march 1918 . Cantonment 
Ed ition p. 13. 
One can beat realize the scope of the work of 
the Committee on Public Information by examining the re-
port issued by the Chairman of that Committee on Dec. 31, 
1917 covering the work done by the various divisions work-
ing under the Committee up until that date. The activities 
of the Committee are grouped under various headings, with 
the name of the Director for each particular division, the 
amount of salaries paid until Dec. 31, 1917, the amount 
paid for other expenses and the number of pa id employees 
in each division. 
The various divisions were. 
(1) The Division of News. 
This controlled the 11daily ne ws of military 
operations given out by the Army and Navy." 
(2) Division of Civic ~nd Educational Co-oEe~tion. 
Up to Dec. 31, 1917 the following pamphlets 
had been printed. 
(a) Red White and Blue Series 
How the War came to America - Copies 
English ••••••••••••• o4,533,250 
German • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 237,500 
Bohemian. o • • • • • • • • • • • • 70,750 
Polish. • • • . • . • • • • • • 80,000 
Italian • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 97,800 
Spanish •• o ••• o • o • o o • • 14,500 
Swedish •••• o •••••• o • • 30,000 
National Service Handbook • • • • • 148,360 
Battle Line of Democracy. • • • • • 9,980 
President's Flag Day Address •••• 5,927,000 
Conquest and Kultur •••• 
German War Speeches •••• 
(b) War Information Series 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
100,000 
100,000 
War Message and Facts Behind It ••• 1,658,250 
The Nation in Arms • • • • • • • • • 1 ,.052, 500 
Government of Germany •••••••• 1,053,000 
The Great War: From Spectator to 
Participant ••• ~ •••••••• 1,098,000 
A War of Self Defense. • • • • • • • 715,600 
American Loyalty, by American 
Citizens of German Descent • • • • 278,000 
American Loyalty (German Translation 
of above). • • • • • • • • • • • • 337,500 
American Inte~est in Popular 
Government Abroad. • • • • • • • • 489,000 
Home Reading Course for Citizen 
Soldiers • • • • • • • • • • • • • 251,000 
First Session of War Congress.. • • • 271,~00 
Total Copies Issued by 
Dec. 31., 1917 
18,553,890 
The Director for the Division of Civic and Educational 
Co-operation was Guy Stanton Ford, Dean of the Graduate 
School of the University of Minnesota. 
The above list of pamphlets "does not include 
the hundreds of thousands of copies printed by corporations 
and individuals at their own cost". After December 31, 
1917 the Committee expected to average a delivery of 
100,000 pamphlets per day. 
(3) Division of Synd-icate Features 
Director~ L. Ames Brown. 
Among the contributors to this division, are some 
fifty College Presidents and Professors and as many writers. 
Among the prominent names of contributors are Professor 
Charles D. Hazen, Columbia University, Professor Tatlock, 
Professor McLaughlin of the University of Ca~ifornia, 
Professor Evarts B. Greene of the University of Illinois, 
Booth Tarkington, Merideth Nicholson, Harvey O'Higgins, 
John S.pargo, Mary Roberta Rineheart, Richard Washburn Child, 
Roland G. Usher, Professor John Erskine, James M. Beck and 
many others. Prominent among the American contributors 
born in Germany, are Otto Kahn, C. Kolzenak, F. w. Lehmann, 
Franz Siegel. This division puts out a weekly aeries of 
articles. Most of these men work without pay. 
(4) Divisi~ of Foreign ~anguages and Newspapers. 
Director, William Churchill. 
289 volunteeJ;s act as translators. There are 9 
paid employees. 
Amount paid in Salaries • • • • • 
Other expenses •••••••••• 
(5) Division of Official Bulletin 
-------- -- --~~~ ~~--~ 
Editor E. s. Rochester 
Coat to date Dec. 31, 1917 
Salaries ••••••• 
Printing, etc. • • • 
• • • 
. . . 
• • • 
• • • 
{6) Division of Women's War Work. 
$3,246.64 
347.68 
10,163.77 
103,399.52 
Director, Mrs. Clara Sears Taylor. 
This division sends a weekly feature to 9,000 
newspapers of women's work in the war. 
---------------------
(7) 
8 paid employees 
Salaries to date 
Other expenses • 
. . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • 
Division of Four Minute Men. 
---· -
• • • 
• • • 
Director, William McCormick Blair 
$1,090.40 
450.25 
15,000 volunteer speakers address moving picture 
audiences during intermission. 
(8} 
division. 
(9} 
15 paid employees 
Salaries •••• , 
Other expenses •• 
• • • • • • • • • $ 5' 705.69 
• • • • • • • • • 12,813.34 
Division of Public Speaking. 
- . $ 
Director, Arthur E. Beater~ 
President of the Chatauqua. 
There are three chief activities for this 
(1) Fill request for speakers. 300 noted volun-
teers on the list. 
(2) Route throughout the country, the speakers 
of national and international reputation. 
(3) "Conduct State Conferences to organize State 
campaigns to determine local platform needs, to 
co-operate with all State agencies in finding 
audiences and educating them in war-time problems". 
Sa~a:.rie s •. • • • • • • • 
Other Expenses ••••• 
Division of Pictures. 
----
. . 
• • • • • • 
Director, Lawrence E. Rubel. 
(l) Duties: 
$2,306.5? 
383.84 
•• (l) 11 Issue a pe rm·its for taking of photographs 
---------------------
of government acticities, (2) decides what pic-
tures may be published under voluqtary censor-
ship, distributes official photographs, pictorial 
records, motion pictures, War and Navy Department 
films under the jurisdiction of foreign Govern-
menta". (.3) Arranges pictures for postcard manu-
facturers, etc. (4) Prepares stereoptican slides, 
etc. 
Salaries. • • • • • • • • • • • 
Other expenses. • • • • • • • • 
(10) Division of Films. 
Director, Louis Mack. 
(1) Purpose of division. 
$2,'113.53 
550.29 
To make and distribute moving pictures, to 
show progress of Government War activities. 
(a) Films shown. 
Submarines 
Army Navy Sports 
Annapolis (the making of an officer) 
Making of Big Guns 
Making of Small Arms 
Making of Uniforms, etQ. etc. 
l? paid employees. 
Salaries. • • • • • • 
Other expenses •••• 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
(1.1} Division of Pictorial ~ublicit;y. 
$5,226.38 
15,452.00 
Director, Charles Dana Gibson. 
Artists have been mobilized, they supp.ly 11 every 
department of Government with posters, window cards, car 
cards, etc. Associate Chairman were, Herbert Adams, 
E_. H. Blaahfield, Caaa Gilbert, Joseph Pennell. 
Salaries • • • • • • • • 
Other expenses • • • • • 
(12) Division of Advertiain6• 
• • • • 
• • • • 
$ 2?7.51 
46.00 
This division has organized an advertising aer-
vice for the Government. "Plana for use of billboards and 
advertising pages of daily and periodical press. It is 
estimated that $30,000,000 of free space will be used for 
the war in 1918. 
{13) Division .2f Reference. 
This is a "clearing house for suggestions. 
Ideas are analyzed and an Information Bureau has 
been installed. 
There are 5 paid employees 
Salaries •••••••••••• 
Other expenses ••••••••• 
(14) Allied Organiza~i~. 
$ 822.50 
69.00 
In order "to a timula te group activity and inde-
pendent energy" among other organizations, these include 
The ~eague for National Qnitz, Friends ~ German ~moeracl, 
etc. 
( 1.5) Cable Censorship. 
Rules and regulatio,ns regarding censorship of 
cables are laid down by the Committee on Public Information. 
Outgoing dispatches are read with great care. 
(16) Division of ~usines~ Management. 
Director, Clayton D. Lee. 
Accounts are kept for all divisions, Director 
pays all indebtedness, approves, expenditures, etc. 
(17} Department of Distribution. 
Under this director 100,000 pieces of mail are 
addressed and circulated per day. · 
125 employees 
Salaries 
Other expenses 
(1.8} Foreign Pr~ Bureau. 
$26,014.27 
25,9:08.54 
Directors, Walter s. Rogers, Ernest Poole. 
2 Divisions 
(1) "1000 words are sent by air, per day, from 
Tuckerton to Eiffel Tower, were relayed from 
France to Russia, Switzerland, Spain and 
Italy; the United States wireless at the 
Isthmus catches services, broadcasts to 
Central and South America. 
(2) Mr. Poole prepares feature articles from 
100-1000 words in length dealing with 
American life and activities and illustrates 
by photographs. This goea out by mail. There 
is a volunteer staff. 
2 paid employees 
Salaries ••••••••••••• $1,313.84 
Other expenses • • • • • • • • • • 431.05 
(19) Air~lane Service. 
Distribution of printed matter by aircraft in 
foreign countriea. 
l 
(20) Division of !oreiSE: Picture ~rvice. 
Director, Jules E. Beulatour. 
1. Duties 
(a) To influence public opinion in foreign 
countries by motion pictures. 
{b) To prepare pictures for soldiers' houses 
for Y.M.C.A. houses on the firing lines, 
etc. 
Salaries. • • • • • • • • • ••• 
Other expenses •••••••••• 
$1,829.32 
23,672.'17 1 
Report of Committee on Public Information for activities 
up to Dec. 31, 1917. 
One of the most successful metho.ds of propagan-
da is the proper use of slogans and catch phrases. 
Fresident Wilson's War Message to Congress furnished many 
of the most popular slogans of the War, as 
It is a warfare against mankind. 
We have no quarrel v.Jith the German peop,le. 
We are fighting for the ultimate peace of the 
vvorld •. 
We are champions of the rights of manlcind. 
1fuke the world safe for Democracy 
In the NevJ Republic for Apri 1 15 ,. 1916 appeared 
the following editorial: 
It is trite enough to say that a phrase may be-
come a dangerous thing. It is far more difficult 
to realize that a particular phrase which almost 
everybody uses has become a fearful peril. Yet it 
is hardly an exaggerat~on to say tha t the two words, 
'Pruss.ian Militarism' are the most evil power in 
Europe ••••• the words 'Pruss.ian militarism' do not 
denote a concrete reality, they have become an 
elaborate complex of hate and fear and affection. 
All the world uses the phrase, yet nothing in the 
world is more difficul.t than to define it. The man-
hood of Europe is dying in droves to crush or to 
preserve it, the statesmen of Europe use it in their 
speeches, and no one of them l1.as dared tell us what 
it means .......... The spokesman of Germany asks, 
whether the crushing of Prussian militarism means 
the abolition of compulsory military services the 
destruction of German technical organization, the 
forbidding of imperial expansion in backward coun-
tries similar to the expansion of England, France, 
Russia, Italy, Japan and the United States. He 
wants to knov~ what specific thing the Allies pro-
pose to take away from him in order to remove that 
p.oison which they call Russ'ian militarism ••••••• 
••••• He asks whether the ownership of Constantinop.le 
by Russia is t6 be one of the chief cures for mili-
tarism. whether the concession of Galicia to a 
Hussian Poland is a cure for militarism, whether the 
concession to Italy of the Dalmatian coast inhabited 
by Slavs is a cure for militarism •••••••• What can 
humanity say to this hideous i.mposse which threatens 
to destroy the better part of the manhood of Europe ••• 
Must it not begin by demanding that statesmen drop 
their dangerous abstractions and talk about political 
and economic realitie~ . Must it not insist .upon a 
definition to take the place of a slogan which arouses 
the maximum of misunderstanding'!!' Will not the 
future generations curse the statesmen who dared 
not specify the realities for which millions are 
1 
going to their death. 
An equally important tool for propaganda pur-
poses is the cartoon. The most notable cartoons o£ the 
World War were those of Louis Raemaekers, a cartoonist 
on the Amsterdam Tel..egraaf. He wa s born in Lemberg, 
Holland just a few miles from the German border. He 
hated the Germans intensely and is quoted as saying: 
"I have known the beasts (that is the Germans) all my 
life. In Holland we have a saying that 'even the best 
2 
' German has stolen a horset. Raemaekers used his great 
genius for painting Germa ny pure black. In looking over 
the hundreda of cartoons from his pen, none can be 
found that even present Germany in a shade of gray. 
His satire is of the most bitter and scathing type and 
all of his work tended to create the most intense in-
digna tion for and loathing of a nation which could be 
re s ponsible for the crimes which he depicted. No better 
mea ns for stirring the emotions of the people of the 
United States could be found than through the agency of 
1 
The New Re public Book, The Great Fighting Phrase, 
Editorial April 15, 1916, p. 66-68. 
2 
Raemae kers Cartoons, America in the War quoted from a 
conversation, p.42 with RQemaekers reported in Eric 
Fisher Wood's Note Book of~~ Intelligence Officer. 
--~ 
these cartoons·. They were published in three large 
volumes in the United 'States:, the first two volumes, 
Cart~ a~d Kultur in Carta~ appeared in 1917 while 
the third, America 2:.!! the Wa! was :published in 1918. 
The first two volumes were accompanied by "notes of 
well known English writers~ while the volume Cartoons 
had in addition "an appreciation from H. H. Asquith, 
Prime Minister of Engla nd. Amo.ng the names of the 
Englishmen who contributed notes to these volume are 
H. H. Asquith, Hillaire Belloc, G. K. Chesterton, the 
Dean of St. Paul's, John Buchan, Eden Phillpots and 
others equally prominent. Each cartoon in the volume, 
Americ~ J..n ~he War is "faced with a page of comment by 
a distinguished American, the text forming an anthology 
of patriotic opinion.»1 Among these names are Myron 
T. Herrick, Robert Underwood Johnson, Ralph Adams Cram, 
Gertrude Atherton, Henry Cabot Lodge, John Burroughs, 
Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, William Allen White and Lyman 
Abbott. 
This "anthology of patriotic opinion", is 
wri tten with a view of increasing the hatred for Germany 
which is created by the cartoons~ Some of these "pages 
of comment are especially bitter. The most extreme 
l 
Raemaekers, Louis, America in the War. 
Title page.-
:. i •· 
~. -· .~ 
example is from the pen of John Burroughs the Naturalist, 
who would not harm a bird or a squirrel, yet ap"flarent~y 
rejoiced in the death of German soldiers for in one 
paragraph of his comment he said: 
It is a comfort to know that the Allies have 
killed or rendered harmless several millions of 
these modern barbarians, and that many of their 
carcasses have gone to enrich the soil of France 
and Belgium. In this way a dead Hun may he~p to 
undo some of the evil which a living Hun has 
wrought. If two or three of their bodies could 
be · p;lanted in every shell hole which their guns 
have rnade in France and Belgium though the inof-
fensive soil might sicken, yet in the course of 
years the poison of the Hun would disappear, 
rendered inocuoua by the beneficient alchem;y of 
l 
nature. 
The cartoon which is faced by this comment is 
America's Choice and shows the Kaiser and Uncle Sam 
----
standing before Justice, who is blindfolded. The Kaiser 
with a hideous exp.re ssion on his face, is holding out 
an olive branch in his talon-lik,e hands. 
l. 
Raeinaekers' Cartoons, America in the !£ar, I>• 58, from 
John Burroughs' Comment on the .Cartoon, America's' 
Choi~, Feb. 12, 19i8. 
Among the most bitter of these cartoons are 
(1) The Zepp.l_!E. Raide!, which shows four children 
in bed. Their throats have been cut. The Kaiser, in a 
dark uniform, with cape thrown about him stands wiping 
the blood from off the blade of a dagger. His face is 
1 
the personifcation of evil. 
(2) Death the Friend, shovvs the Kaiser on a white 
horse, in field uniform, and Death, sitting behind him 
with. one bony hand upon the Kaiser's shoulder, the other 
po i nting ahead. A single owl on a naked branch is in the 
2 
background. 
( 3) A Higher Pile in which thousands of d·ead 
soldiers are heaped upon each other, upon the highest 
po i.nt of this mound of the dead, stands the Kaiser with 
field glasses at his eyes, behind him stands the Crown 
3 
Prince. 
(4) Humanity.!~· Kultur represents the liJetherlands 
as a strong young woman with a wooden sabot in her hand, 
ready to withstand the attack of Prussia, who is repre-
sented as a drunken old hag, just coming out from a 
doorv~ay over which is hung the sign "Bierhaus z.ur 
Deutschen Kulturtt. The old w.oman is dirty and tattered, 
a crown is falling off her head, at the top of the crown 
1 
Raemaeker's Cartoons, Kultur in Cartoons, P~ 3. 
2 
Raemaekers, Kultur in Cartoons, p. 16. 
3 
Ibid, p .• 19. 
is an iron cross. Her right hand is raised and dripping 
wi t h blood, upon her dirty apron are the bloody imprints 
1 
of a child's hand. A bottle is in her pocket. It is one 
of the most scathing of all of Raemaekers Cartoons. 
(5) Hohenzolleru Madness. shows the Kaiser and Crown 
Prince at the top of a hill, cracking long whips, the 
hillside is composed of a mass of men at the bottom of 
the hill, stands Death with wide open arms, ready to 
2 
receive the men. 
(6) One cartoon dealing with the horrors of sub-
marine warfare, depicts "a hideous gorilla which repre-
sents the Teuton power gloating over its victims and 
breathing out defiance against all who attempt to curb 
3 
it in its reckless cruelty". Across the chest of the 
gorilla is printed. "Gott mit ans." 
(7) Another cartoon dealing with submarine warfare 
is entitled Submarine Ba~, in which Admiral von Tirpitz 
is shown gathering the corpses of women and children into 
large bags, two bags are filled, upon the floor lies more 
mater.ia.l with w.hich to fill other bags. In the back-
ground two figures of Death dressed as common German 
sailors, stand pointing their fingers. 4 
(8) The AnniversarY: Bouquet is especially bitter. 
1 
Rae mae ke rs, Louis, Kultur in Cartoons, P• 23. 
2 Ra.emaekers, Louis, Kultur in Cartoons, p. 29. 
3 !l2.i2., 37 P• 
4 
Raemaekers, Louis, Kultur in Cart~, p. 83. 
A square-headed German officer stands grinning as he pre-
sents a bouquet to Deat.h. 
,,, 
~his bouquet is fittingly com-
p.osed of skulls. Death stands dressed in an eveni~g 
gown vvith high-heeled slippers, a head-dress of roses 
about her skull and with one bony hand holds an outspread 
fan, while with the other holds up her skirt. She is 
1 
apparently much pleased with the bouquet. 
(9) ~ German ~ictory is very difficult to describe 
because of the sheer horror which it portrays. A 
Zepplin has dropped a bomb into a room in which there is 
a mother and two children. The force of the explosion 
has blown the children towards the ceiling, while the 
mother, half kneeling clutches at the foot of a bed and 
the horror in her face is indes.cribable. A lurid light 
fills the room and dark bits of the floor are tossed 
about among the rays of light. 2 
( 10) Kul tur ~t Wi.l tenberg is a gripping cartoon. 
In the upper left hand corner is the Face of Christ, 
looking down with pity on mankind. A crown of Thorns 
is pressed upon His brow, a glorious light radiates from 
His Fa ce. On the right the Kaiser is seated besides 
Kultur. The Kaiser is really hiding behind this woman, 
'Rho w.earing a crown upon her head, with a leer upon her 
1 
' Ibid, p. 9? 
2-
Raemaekers, Louis, Kultur in Cartoons, p. 109. 
face, sits with arm uplifted defying Christ. Their feet 
1 
rest upon dead men's bodies. In commenting upon this 
cartoon, Hora ce Annesly Vachel says: 
The Face of Christ ••• loses its incomparable 
s~endor only in the sunshine of a too smug prosperity. 
(~ Fro~ Li~ge !£ Aix la Chappele shows a part of 
a freight car. The ca r is black. One wheel of the car 
and one side of the tra ck which is visible, are lighter, 
mak ing a sharp contrast from below the car door, blood is 
3 
streaming and the · track is covered with puddles of blood. 
2 
( 12) Thrown to the Swine, s:how s the body of Edith 
Cavell, outstretched upon the floor, whil.e fat bespectacled 
or bemonacled German pigs are gloating over her. The pigs 
wear German helmets and Iron Crosses are hung on their 
4 
tails. 
(13) The ZepJ2lin Trinm12h has great emotional appeal. 
A bady lies up~n a hospital bed, a sheet is drawn over it, 
a cross is on the coverlet. A doctor and nurse stand in 
the shadowy background. In sharp relief in the foreground 
sits a man with bowed head, on his knee sits a little 
blonde girl, who is crying, and saying "But Mother had 
5 
done nothing wrong had she, Daddy"? 
(14) Its Fattening Work represents Death garbed in a 
gray robe, about his waist is printed "Gott. mit uns••, 
1 
- Raemaekers, Kul.tur in Cartoons, p. 132. 
2 Ibid 132. 
3-
Raemae kers, Louis, Cartoons, p. 17. 
4 5~, P• 25. . Raemaekers, LouLs, Carto ons, p. 61. 
He wears specta cles, and while he has been fattened upon 
the blood of men, he has no flesh on his bones. A fat 
skeleton seems more repulsive than the conventional bony 
1 
r~presentation of Death. 
, 
The volumes from which these illustrations of 
Rasmaekers contribution ~o the Allied cause were taken 
are large and expensive and could only reach a limited 
number of persons. For propaganda purposes a pamphlet 
was issued during the war, containing a hundred or more 
of the most bitter of these cartoons. They were reduced 
in size to about an inch by an inch an a half in size, 
2 
and this pamphlet Was given a vJide circulation. It was 
far more convincing than speeches. or the inflama tory 
literature that was circulated. 
Thus Raemaekers Cartoons became one of the most 
:powerful weapons of propaganda, of the Allied nations. 
1 
Ibid, P• 25 .. 
2
n ote. It has been impossible to find a copy of this 
pamphlet, whether it was published under the name of the 
Committee on Public Information or anonymously, I do not 
know. A copy was sent me during the war and I saw many 
others like it. 
SUMMARY 
---
Propaganda is one of the most efficient tools 
which any group attempti ng to bring about a de s ired pur-
p ose. has at their command. Since the word propaganda 
has re cently had a certain amount of odium attached to 
it, it is usually omitted and the phrase "educational 
methods" is used instead, by these groups. An example 
of this method is found today in the work of the Non-
Part isan Associa tion of the Le ague of Nations. This Assb-
ciation by the publicat.i on and dist r ibution of pamphlets, 
by lectures to clubs and various organizations, by g raphic 
charts shown at exhibitions, is putting on a tremendous 
"educational" campaign. So with various societies to 
promote the cause of peace, pamphlets, lectures, moving 
p icture s , every known method i s employed in the attempt 
to creat~ in this change able thi ng called Public Opinion, 
an intense hatred for wa r . 
We find similar methods employed by the prohibi-
tion forces, by those favoring the r e peal of the 18th Amend-
me n t, by the Labor Unions, and so on through a long list of 
organizations. The Woman's Suffrage campaign, terminating 
in the adop tion of an .Amendment to the Constitution of the 
Uni ted States, which granted suffrage to women, was one 
of the most notable example s of the value of propaganda. 
in bringing about a desired purpose. 
The use of propaganda as an instrument for war 
is not nev1, in the ·war Between the _states, intense hatred 
fo.r the South, was created by Mrs.. Harriett Beecher Stowe's 
Uncle Tom's Cabin. 
------
Later the author acknowledged that 
she had never visited a cotton plantation previouB to 
writing this book. The writings of William Lloyd Garrison, 
the speeches: of Wendell Phillips, the work of the abolition-
ists were all highly successful pieces of propaganda for 
cre a ting hatred for the institution of slavery and for the 
people of the South who owned the slaves. 
Never before in the hif;;tory of the world have so 
many instruments for the successful dissemination of pro~a-
ganda been availab ~e. Never has communication been so 
easy as it is today. Never has the press reached so many 
people. Added to that has been the motion picture and the 
radio, invaluable instruments for reaching millions who 
never read · the newspaper s carefully, or read both sides 
of a question, and to the mass: of unthinking people~ 
It is not through the didactic picture that 
most effective results are accomplished. Successful 
propagandists are clever psychologists and realize that 
people do not ·like being preached to, so they work in a 
subtle wa;y, by playing upon the emotions. 
During the World War the radio had not reached 
the stage of development that it has now attained, and 
thus was not available for propaganda purposes, but all 
of the other forces mentioned, were employed. Cartoons, 
especially those of Raemaekers were used most effectively 
in gaining sympathy for the Allied cause. 
Harold D. Lasswell in his book, Propaganda 
Technique in th~ Worl~ J!.ar holds that propaganda is the 
third chief implement of war, military pressure is rated 
1 
first, and economic pressure second. While Ewart says: 
"The expenditure of the British Government in propaganda 
· 2 
vvas as essential . as the expenditure in munitions." 
Both the Allies and the Central Powers stressed 
the importance of propaganda in winning .the war. Germany, 
through failure to understand the psychology of the 
people of the United States, Was not successful in her 
propaganda in this country. England realized that 
subtle methods would be far more effective in America 
than the didactic tactics of Dr. Dernberg. 
Perhaps the most successful piece of propaganda 
· resulted from 
of the German Government wa s7the allowing of the "sealed 
car" containing Lenin to pass through Germany and enter 
Russia. This eventually proved an important factor in 
1 
Lasswell, H. D., Propaganda Technique . in fue World 
War, p. 9. 
2 
Ewart, Roots and Causes of the W~. I:22 , quoted from 
the London Times, 15 Deri. 1917. 
the Russian Revolution and ultimate overthrow of the 
Czaristic Government. The successful use of propaganda 
by _Germany is however without the scope of this brief 
study, which limits itself to the use of propaganda by 
England and the United States during the World War as 
concrete examples of the use of propaganda as an instru-
men t for war. 
The British Government appointed Sir Gilbert 
Parker as head of publicity work in the United States. 
He emphasized the personal method of sprea ding Allied 
propaganda. He established direct connections with many 
important American business men, professors, journalists, 
scientific men and so on through the whole population, 
thus the War was the subject of private conversations. 
Prominen t Englishmen like Sir James Barrie and A. E. W. 
Ma s on were sent to the United States, notto lecture, but 
1 
to make personal contacts. All public speeches in 
favor of England were made by Americans not Englishmen. 
Changes were rung continuously upon England's humanitarian 
aim in fighting the war. The emotionalism of the American 
p eo.p.le was played u p on. Even the van ity of' American 
hostesses was not overlooked, Coun t s, Dulces, Earls, Barons 
and various titled aristocrats wfllingly accepted invita-
2 
tions for dinners and teas. Lasswell says: "It was the 
1 
Lasswell, Harold D. ProEaganda Technique in The World War. 
Letter from Sir Edward Grey to Theodore Roosevelt,Sept.l0,1914 
2 
Lasswell, · Ha::rmld D, :Pro.pagan9-.J!. Techni que in the World War. 
p .. 158. 
social lobby, the personal conversation and the casual 
hush which forged the . strongest chains between fl.merica 
l 
and Bri tain 11 • 
Stories of atrocities by Germans in Belgium and 
France were broadcaat, by word of mouth, throughout the 
United States, many of them old stories used in previous 
wars, some identical with those told of the Turks in the 
2 
early crusades, but recast to fit the present situation. 
Stories of mutilation of women and children and of es-
pecial cruelties to nuns, p.riests and old people were the 
most popular of atrocity stories. 
By the appointment of a commission of reputable 
men with Lord Bryce as Chairman, to investigate the 
atrocity stories, England v~as enahled to issue a report 
which carried great weight, because of the unquestioned 
veracity of the personnel of the commissdon. 
England's activities in propaganda did not 
stop in attempts to influence neutral countri~s, in favor 
of the Allies, but an equally intensive campaign was 
carried on behind the lines. A Commission was appointed 
to carry on this work with headquarters at Crewe House, 
London. The purpose of their work was to break the 
morale of the enemy. Austria offered an especially fertile 
1 
Ibid, P• 15 ..7. 
2 
Lass,1iel1, Harold D., Pro;paganda Technique in the World 
War, p. 82. 
field because of the discontent and oppression of the 
subject races. These races were urged to cease fight-
ing for the Central P'owers and support was given to 
1 
their national desire for independence. 
The Germans were literally showered by pamph-
lets sent behind the lines attached to a type of ballnon 
designed for this purpose and so constructed that liter-
ature was dropped at intervals of about every five 
minutes over the German lines. 
Since it is a difficult matter for a mass of 
people "to attack personal traits . to so dispersed an 
2 
entity as a whole nation"·, it was necessary to find an 
individual \'Jho could be symbolical of all evil. The 
Kaiser vJas admirably fit t ed for this role, because of 
his colossal egotism and he was held responsible for the 
war and its attendant horrors. 
From the earliest days of the World War, the 
United States tried to maintain a position of neutrality. 
The sympathy of the people was quite divided between the 
Allies and the Central Powers, but in one respect the 
people of the United States seemed to present a un~ted 
front in their desire to keep out of the war. There 
were individuals who favored the entrance of the United 
'1 
Stuart, Secrets of Crewe House~ p. 21. 
2 
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< 
States in behalf of the Allies, and the group was en-
larged after the sinking of the Lusitania, but as a whole 
the people wanted to remain out of the war. This vva:s e:vi-
denced most plainly in 1916, when President Wilson wa s 
re-elected and the press of ~he day conceded that the 
slogan, "He kept us out of war" was responsible in a 
large me a sur e for h i s re-election. 
During the first three years of the war, 
England had bent every effort towards creating a senti-
me n t for the Allies in the United States ~nd by 1917 the 
American people, although not desiring war had had their 
emotions so stirred by the lies upon ·which they had been 
·' 
fed, lies which represented Germany as all black, .that . many 
pe op.le of the United States accepted unquestionably the 
stories -of atrocities in Belgium and France and their 
indignation against the German Government was so aroused, 
that they were ready to fo,llov~ President Wilson into 11 a 
righteous" war, vJi th i ts great humanitarian aims and 
a tternpt to "save the world for democracy". To England 
may be g iven much credit, for this adequate preparation. 
When the Un i ted Sta tes entered the war, a 
Committee. on Public Information V'J a s formed and six million 
dollars was expended by them i n attempting to stir the 
emotions of the people, through pamphlets, posters, press 
information distribution of telling cartoons and to make 
them, as a mass, act with one great purpose, to 
wi n the war. Lies were fostered both by the printed 
·word and by whispering campaigns, until p.eople believed 
with all sincerity in the righteousness of the war. 
The work of distributing pamphlets behind the 
German lines was very successfully carried on by E'ngland. 
President Wilson's speeches we r e especially adapted for 
this use. The people of Germany war. weary and worn by 
hunger, turned towards President Wilson a. s a deliverer. 
Through his idealism the German people hoped to escape a 
bitter peace. 
In sp:eaking of President Wils,on 's propaganda, 
David F. Houston says: 
The President was giving much attention to the 
psychology of the situa tio n , to the possibility of 
influencing the minds of the people of the Central 
Empires and of causing a weakening of their will to 
continue fighting , by picturing the aims of their 
rulers and masters, and con.trasting those of this 
1 
nation. 
Lasswell says of :President Wilson's part in the 
propaganda: 
1 
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Such matchless skill as Wilson showed in propa-
ganda has never been equaled in the world's history. 
He spoke to the heart of the people as no statesman 
has ever done. • • • • • From a propaganda view it was 
a matchless performance, for Wilson brewed the 
subtle poison which industrious men injected into 
the veins: of a staggering people, un ti 1 the smashing 
powers of the Allied armies knocked them into sub-
1 
mission. 
Today, when we have been told the origin of so 
many of the World War lies, when we see that they were 
manufactured purposely to create hatred against another 
people, where no hatred had existed, to make people 
believe that the cause of a war was a righteous one, the 
people resent the fact that they were made dupes by 
Governments or by persons acting for Governments, with 
the sanction of the Government. 
The main conclusion arrived at, at the end of 
this study, is a question. In spite of the exposure of 
the system of propaganda in the World War, in spite of 
the fact that it is known now that the atrocity stories 
were lies, should another war come, would not the 
professional patriots again regard it as a patriotic 
1 
Lasswell, Harold D., Propaganda Technique in the 
World War, p. 217. 
duty to spread lies, to go about stirring up hatred, until 
a gullible people again rea ched such a sta te of mind that 
they would fi ght bli.nd ly~ 
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